
MOVIX PRO
Ergonomic storage system  

for a modern kitchen



A number of ingenious solutions will help us in good planning  
of kitchen zones. It is worth to determine at the stage of project  
who and how will use the kitchen. Cargo and corner drawers,  
which meet expectations of even the most demanding users,  
will be useful in each type of  kitchen. 

MOVIX PRO is a universal storage system  

for kitchen accessories and the way for inventive

and functional space. It affects the quality  

of work in the kitchen and improves its ergonomics. 

Inventive 
space 

How about modern solutions which  

will improve the comfort in your kitchen?

supplies area: fridge and pantry 
storage area: cabinets for dishes
washing area: a sink, a drainer, a trash bin 
preparation area: worktops, or possibly an island
cooking zone: hob, cooker hood, oven, cabinets for pots, pans, etc.

When designing a functional kitchen,  
the concept of 5 working zones is often used:„



Cargo 
baskets

The MOVIX PRO  

storage system is an example  

of modern and universal kitchen 

accessories. The collection  

includes functional cargo baskets, 

thanks to them we can arrange  

the spaces between the low kitchen 

cabinets. Cargo is a perfect place 

to store such products as spices, 

oils and olive oils and food supplies. 

{



Cargo baskets allow you to store products 

in such a way that reaching for them  

is convenient and quick. Choosing cargo 

style drawers, we benefit from inventive 

organization in the kitchen - after all,  

„cargo” means „cargo”, so large supplies.

The set includes four separators for easy  

storage of the contents of the drawers.  

Available for sizes 150mm and 200mm. 

                  What   
makes cargo  
                              different? 

 Are standard cabinets and  

drawers not enough for us?

equipped with  
a non-slip mat to prevent from 

on slides with soft closing,  
which 60 000 cycles durability  
is confirmed by SGS certificate

the series is available in two  
universal and fashionable colours:  
chromee and anthracite 

five widths:
150, 200, 300, 400 i 500 mm

KO-200BO-01 KO-200BO-60

they contain a flat,  
aesthetic rail

the possibility of vertical  
and horizontal adjustment  
of the front

KO-150BO-01
150

chrome

steel

KO-150BO-60 anthracite

KO-200BO-01
200

chrome

KO-200BO-60 anthracite

KO-300BO-01
300

chrome

KO-300BO-60 anthracite

KO-400BO-01
400

chrome

KO-400BO-60 anthracite

KO-500BO-01
500

chrome

KO-500BO-60 anthracite

PB-KO450BO

450 -PB-KO450BO-R1

PB-KO450BO-L1



Magic  
    corner 

The MOVIX PRO series also includes  

spacious magic corner baskets.  

We can choose an extendable and tilting  

version. Extendable basket gives  

the possibility of installing in two ways:  

with or without installing the front.  

In magic corners we can store  

kitchen accessories, pots and pans.  

Using the corners is very convenient  

and simple.

{



Why do we need corners? 

tilting variant

extendable  variant

See how  
to mount  

the corner

See how  
to mount  

the corner

{

{

Corners, in turn, allow for the maximum optimization  

of hard to arrange and reach places - i.e. kitchen corners.  

In this way, we gain space that would not be used.  

You can use it to store pots, pans  

and household appliances. 

„

Equipped with an anti-slip mat
They contain a flat, aesthetic rail
Adjustment of baskets position
Possibility of installing and adjusting the front
On undermount drawer slides with soft closing  

KO-UMC450-01 KO-UMC450-60

KO-WMC450-01 KO-WMC450-60

tiltiring KO-UMC450-01 chromee

steel
KO-UMC450-60 anthracite

ectendable 
KO-WMC450-0 chromee

KO-WMC450-60 anthracite
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